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Abstract—This paper discusses the concepts of military 

supply chains and make comparisons with commercial supply 
chains. After an introduction, the major observations concerning 
military supply chain deficiencies like unmanageable demand 
forecasting are addressed. Furthermore, the uncertainties and 
invalid priorities in military inventory operations are described. 
Further considerations do examine the required optimization 
models and analyze both the product and information flows 
during warfare in military supply chains. Finally, a new model 
which withdraws the nonlinear system behaviors in military 
supply chain is suggested. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  
Supply chain management is a combination of 

management and science. The concern of supply chain 
management is how firms utilize their suppliers’ processes, 
technology and capability to increase competitive advantages. 
We see these supply chain networks in many sectors such as 
computers, toys, pharmaceuticals, automotive, consumer 
goods, military, etc. The formal definition of military supply 
chain is “All entities belonging to military or nation logistics 
separately, which are involved in military logistics, and 
network system formed by activities and interactions of the 
entities”[6]. Where as military has very large, complex 
distribution and supply systems. The basic need of military 
forces is to deter war and build the security to the nation. 
While considering the supply chain perspective/objective, in 
military, services are provided to prepare for warfare, not for 
profit. Military supply chains serve far away, always moving 
and have other high-risk operations in harsh conditions. In 
military supply chains commodities vary from every day 
supplies to specialized military equipments such as weapons, 
tanks etc. To build the same advantages, logistics management 
and distribution are also viewed as the key components in 
supply chain management (figure.1) [3].  

At around 700 BC, a provision has made in advance to 
stock supplies. During this period military were employing 
more number of animals as means of transportation to feed 
and equip a force. To improve logistics and supply chain 
networks one initiated the soldiers to carry much of their 
equipment and supplies. However, in the fifth century AD 
armies expanded their supply chains by constructing roads, 
interior lines of communication and getting stock details 
earlier to an attack. As the centuries passed, rapid changes fall 
out in military operations. However, the evolved solutions are 
not of long duration in military supply chains.  

During the Crimean war, one identified the primary 
courses of the warfare as logistics, supply chain, training and 
team coordination were recognized. At this instant one 
introduced the hierarchy system in military sector for 
provision of supply chain support. The view of administration 
and logistic support to the troops in the field afforded greater 
extent. Until this period, supplies were determined for one or 
two battles. When established foundations for a long war then 
required to uphold the supply chain between large populations 
with mass mobilization was necessary. To meet the majority 
of supplies, military tied with the railway system and keeped 
the operations functioning.  

During the first world war, military found it difficulty to 
predict the demand or re-supply, when military kept on the 
move. One could identify cases where military people had 
stopped or expected to stay for long term; and such event 
makes consumption more than the pre-war estimates. Such 
unanticipated changes in the global military operations aimed 
to unify the supply chain networks with all military 
groups/hierarchical levels. At once military planners have 
achieved readiness on large inventories to reduce inventory on 
hand.[1]  

During the second world war, again railways showed to 
meet armies’  requirements. However, air and sea mode also 
made important contributions during this warfare. From 
eighteenth century onwards, the total process of the supply 
chain, which is making support to commercial business, is 
now being adapted by and adapted within the military 
environment. The larger and faster moving of military, the 
longer the supply chain became, the more difficult it became 
to re-supply. To defeat such aspects, initially 'Lean’ and 
'Focussed’ Logistics were developed by the US military and 
acknowledged by the UK Military to support the military 
operations. As well one could initiate to verify the total 



Figure.3: Class Type of military supply 

Figure.4: Class and sub classes of military supply chain 

Figure.2. Commercial and Military Supply Chain Management

integral stockholding and transportation systems.  In addition, 
one extended the third party support to military operations 
with civilian contractors. At the end of the 20th century, 
military maintaines main supply bases to meet the demand and 
move the demand through the supply chain as required [1-2]. 

II. COMMERICAL VS MILITARY 
The military environment is of high complexity as it uses 

isolated, independent and incompatible systems, processes and 
data. Therefore, the modeling of military scenarios is of 
necessary importance as models can provide in-depth 
explanation of the scenarios and control their occurrence and 
evolution in both time and space domains as well. In military, 
as well the supply chain management strives for qualitative 
changes. In commercial supply chain, a consumer’s demand 
for a product can be changed within a period of months to 
acquire gain. The supply chain management conceptual 
models for both commercial and military are remarkably 
same. However, some significant differences are imparted to 
an evident difference in between commercial and military 
supply chains (figure.2). In commercial supply chains, the first 
issue is about absence of maintenance and another is that the 
flow of products/materials between suppliers and retailer, 
which is in unidirectional. In military supply chain the 
transportation, distribution/warehousing are bidirectional, that 
means from producer to military user and vice versa. Since 
military move the materials for maintenance and for medical 
care. The other differences are external factors including 
deployment of forces i.e. soldier, military regulations, joint 
interoperability, mission requirements [3-4]. 

 
In commercial supply chains, people can see what is going 

on and they can change the business processes they have. 
They can take what they see and embed that into an improved 
method of doing business i.e. reengineering. Whereas in 
military supply chain, data transparency and embed into the 
new or improved system is an unmanageable issue because of 
security crisis [4].  Another major issue is concern in military 
supply chain is material families.  

In military, materials are places in different categories as 
classes. It is difficult to analyze the demand issues in terms of 

range of supplies, movement of supplies, and reserving 
supplies for warfare. The resources consist of a complicated 
web of supplies, ranging from food and clothing to nuclear 
weapons. In military, inventory management must keeps 
records and stores the material to take the possibility of war at 
any moment. The necessity to store resources is to use on a 
daily basis as well as store resources for times of war. The 
military organizes all supplies into ten different classes as 
below (figure. 3) [7].  

 

Each class consists of subclasses, which gives thorough 
information about supplies. The subclasses data presents as 
follows (fig. 4) [7].  

 
In supply chain management, the flow carries in two ways 

i.e. downstream and upstream from factory to the end user. 
The end user may commercial customer or military user or 
any other depends on sector. In military, at initial point, the 
product will examine to determine accuracy, quality and 
condition. Hence, the products examination induces less status 
for reverse logistics. The baseline of military Supply Chain 
throughput was unavailable to secondary markets for military 
unique products like weapons, ammunition etc. In military, 



Figure.5: Three-Level supply chain networks 

funding, purchasing actions, and technology changes are not 
reliable, since the risk is too high for industry to pre-position 
the components for the military. 

In almost all supply chain networks, the raw material 
suppliers are at one end of the supply chain. In commercial, 
suppliers are connecting to manufacturers and distributors, 
which are in turn connecting to a retailer and the end 
customer. In general, the number of organizations begins with 
suppliers, who provide raw materials to manufacturers, which 
manufacture products and keep those manufactured goods in 
the warehouses. Then they send them to whole sales or 
distribution centers that ship the goods to retailers. The 
customers then buy products from retailers [10].  

The sectors have slight differences concerning the 
structures of the supply chain networks. The figure.5 
illustrates the scenario between commercial and military 
supply chains. In both supply chains consists of material and 
information flow.  

In commercial supply chain, retailer identifies the demand; 
communicate the demand information to distributor. When 
distributor receives the order information from retailer, checks 
the inventory level. If finds low, send the order information to 
producer otherwise accomplish the retailer request by 
supplying the product with prior information. If distributor 
finds low inventory then producer receives demand 
information from distributor to produces the products. As per 
distributor demand producer produces the product and sends 
the product to distributor with prior supply information. The 
above process exercised between three troops such as 
producer, distributor and retailer in commercial supply chain 
[10].  

In military, as well, supply chain network can considered 
as three levels between producer, distributor and military user. 
The significant changes between military and commercial 
supply chain is product flow. In military, material flow can be 
view in two scenarios. One is conventional flow, which 
processed between producer, distribution centers and military 
user. The other one is nuclear flow, which comes at warfare. 
Where as the customer in military, may vary as Army, 
Marines, Air Force and Navy. In addition, figure.5 also 
presents military supply flow, which states the same scenario 
of commercial supply network. The military user identifies the 
demand and communicates the demand information to 
distribution centers. When receives the order information from 
military user, checks the inventory level at depots. From 

figure 4, it supposes that the material flows in military are in 
many forms. Existences of different material are stored at 
different depots thru distribution centers. If the depot find low 
inventory, send the order information to distribution centers 
otherwise accomplish the distribution centers request by 
supplying the product with prior information to distribution 
centers. In other case, a distribution center finds information 
about low inventory then sends demand information to 
producer, to produces the required products. With prior 
information producer produces and send product to 
distribution centers with supply information. Now distribution 
center directs the supplied product with supply information to 
distribution centre. The above process exercised between three 
troops such as producer, distribution centers and military user 
during conventional period [9]. Whenever the military posited 
in warfare, supply chain needs to transfers the information and 
material flow. Since the warfare is an emergency state of 
affairs which needed to support the operations with an 
essential materials such as arms and ammunitions. If the 
supply lines are, too long i.e. three level supply chain flows, it 
is extremely difficult to meet the military operations. 

In Section III will briefly describe present scenario of 
military supply chain and their deficiencies. Moreover, 
describes the uncertainties in military supply chain. We 
consider the Lorenz system model to describe new model 
during warfare in Section IV. Finally presents the brief 
conclusions. 

III. MILITARY SUPPLY CHAIN NETWORKS 

A. Pressent scenario of military supply chain 
During the First World War, military supply chains were 

managed as groups. Individual groups run their own processes 
for placing orders, maintaining and moving inventory to war 
fighters. With rapid changes in the global military operations, 
supply chain networks are coupled with all military groups/ 
hierarchical levels. In Military, war operations are rare events. 
During peacetime, as well, the military consumes resources 
that are similar to a commercial supply chain. However, 
military supply chain decisions heavily depend on strategy, 
tactics and intelligence than cost efficiency. During wartime, 
the supply chain decisions are depend on operational and 
tactical. The ancient warfare conducted by using conventional 
military weapons and battlefield tactics between two or more 
states with an open challenge. The idea behind the 
conventional warfare is to weaken or destroy the opponent's 
military force. With this conventional warfare, the supply 
chain and logistics issues can handle according to scenario. 
However, many changes influence the present military 
systems. The present situations were unable to predict the 
wartime and conduct the warfare without conforming to 
legality, moral law, or social convention. As each individual 
nation perceiving their welfare and getting more influence by 
political bodies. To support this enhanced speed, creating new 
challenges for military supply chain. However, the present 
military supply chain is becoming dynamic and getting more 
influence by political individuals.  



Figure.6: In First case the Material and Product flows in Military 
and Commercial supply chains

The idea behind the present military supply chain 
upholders is to support their transformed combat force with 
fast, accurate and flexible supply line. To meet these 
challenges introduced many practical application of science 
and models. Also employs technologies, information systems 
and procedures to predict and prioritize military requirements 
and allowing for appropriate sustainment. Military supply 
chain models allowed the nation to new challenges for 
conducting surge operations. Combining the military and 
commercial strengths for better turnout and attaining optimal 
procurement, supply, maintenance and distribution times for 
efficient supply chain system. Real-time stock age 
information, just-in-time deliveries are also promoting by 
military sections [5]. In fact, military achieved possibility of 
future success, still receiving state of problems that needs to 
be resolve. From these problems military supply line is getting 
trouble. The problems makes ineffective to inventory 
management, waste, inefficiency, and delay across the supply 
chain. Military planners are attempting a set of scenarios and 
various probabilities to resolve problems.  

B. Uncertainites in Military Supply Chain Networks 
Even though in military, supply chain brings different 

uncertain demands to supply line. Because demand may occur 
with in short time and unpredictable. In military, the need may 
arise from basic supplies needs to with major items such as 
tanks, weapons. According to priority, indicated the supply 
line condition and made decision by hierarchic officials. The 
idea behind the military inventory is to ensure the stock on 
hand when required at warfare.  

The above statements suppose that to anticipate or forecast 
the wartime. In urgency, military place an order and wait for 
the stock. Some time stock may get delay. In that situation 
military needs to accept the unnecessary prices even if stock 
gets too late or earlier. The situation may sort out as inventory 
holding costs for storage of stock or the cost for out dated 
items such as perishable. So here in military supply chain, the 
major identified problem as inventory visibility. Without stock 
visibility retailers as well as customers (i.e. military) struggles 
to commit an orders. The lack of visibility on inventory, 
results in miscalculated order quantities. In addition, peak time 
orders based on pinch demand causes shipping delays. Due to 
this poor visibility, military planners were unable to order in 
urgency. Therefore, inventory gets into trouble with this 
invalid prioritize. To accurate, the inventory level throughout 
the military supply chain needs to improve visibility and 
reduce transit delays [5].  

The attention of a military supply chain is entirely 
different from that of a commercial supply chain. The military 
operates on an operational base, where the required 
commodities have to be transport to a soldier at the war front. 
The unique characteristic of military supply chain is its back-
pipeline, which moves the 'goods' like injured troops and 
damaged equipment, in the reverse direction i.e. from the front 
line to its operational base . The military has tried to adopt 
many models practices from the commercial supply chains. 
However, the present military supply line head-on with 
demand. The head-on problem is that uncertainty demand 
occurrence with in short time. This uncertainty was unable to 

be identified in advance. From section II, the last statements 
state the military inventory maintenance. In inventory 
maintenance, activities are getting trouble in about events that 
keeps the stock on hand before the warfare. Inaccurate 
inventory forecasts can affect at a variety of process areas 
includes supply management, transportation, distribution 
depots, and depot maintenance. This in turn will have an 
impact on the cost of commodities, also a conflict occurs, 
increasing demand for supplies, and existing stock of material 
are insufficient. Accurate inventories are critical to 
maintaining readiness in the presence of variable demand. 

IV. SYSTEM MODEL 
The modeling process in this section exploits the results in 

Ref. [8]. Indeed this reference discusses some scenarios 
related to the flow of materials along a three-echelon 
commercial supply chain and models them by three coupled 
equations. 

In this paper, we consider the case of a three-echelon 
military supply chain and explain some specific scenarios 
related to the flow of materials (i.e. arms and ammunitions). 
This interesting consideration can lead to various possible 
cases when dealing with the flow of materials from supplier to 
military user. Two striking cases can be envisaged. The first 
case (which is an ideal case) supposes the traffic of materials 
(with no inconvenience) along the three echelons of the supply 
chain and a good communication or exchanges between them 
as well.  This case does not however describe a realistic 
scenario since an emergency (see second case below) can 
occur due to the malfunctioning of a significant number of 
arms or lack of ammunitions during warfare [11,12]. This 
situation is discussed later. 

 The modeling process of the first case is based on a 
comparative analysis between commercial and military supply 
chains in order to show that this specific scenario can be 
modeled by the set of the equations in Ref. [8]. 

 
In figure.6, the demand information is transmitting with in 

the layers of the military supply chain with a delay of one unit 
time. This indicates the information flow from military user to 
producer and vice versa. In addition, the materials flow from 
the producer to military user via distribution center. As 



Figure.7: In second case (during emergency), the material flows in 
military supply chains 

illustrated in figure.6, three-layer military supply chain model 
can show in mathematical expression as equations. The 
equations are derived from the Ref. [8].  

The quantity demanded by military user for material in 
current period is decides that how much of demand is satisfied 
in previous period. The demand can obtain from previous 
inventory level at distributor, delivery efficiency of distributor 
and the user (i.e. military) demand satisfaction. This can be 
represented as shown in equation (1) 

11 −− −= iii nxmyx ……………. (1) 
At distributor level, needs to take the combined effect of 

military user and producer into consideration before making 
an order. In distributor center, makes their decision on 
inventory levels Apart from this distributor, also need to take 
into consideration the expected loss rate that can take place on 
the producer’s supplies. This can be represented as shown in 
equation (2) 

111 −−− −= iiii zxrxy ………...... (2) 
The producer’s production typically depends on the 

distributor’s orders and the safety stock. However, 
distributor’s orders are again depended on military user order, 
i.e., the producer needs to take the combined effect of military 
user and distribution into account before making production at 
producer position. This can be represented as shown in 
equation (3) 

111 −−− += iiii kzyxz …………. (3) 
Notations: i Time period 
 m Distributors efficiency while delivering 

the product 
 n Ratio of customer demand satisfaction 
 r Distortion coefficient 
 k Safety stock coefficient 
 xi The quantity demanded for products 
 yi Inventory level of distributor  
 zi The quantity produced by producer 

Where  
♦ xi < 0 denotes that the supply is less than military 

demand in the previous period.  
♦ yi <0 denotes that critical information without 

adjustment is necessary to inventory level. 
♦ zi <0 denotes the cases of overstock or return and no 

new productions [8]. 
The three differences equations are quantity demanded by 

military user, inventory level or quantity demanded by 
distributors and quantity produced by producers. The above 
equations and statements are considered as first case. The 
three-echelon military supply chain model is accepted from a 
well-known model i.e. Lorenz model and described in Ref. 
[8].  

However, in military the major concern and purpose of 
optimizing the supply chain is warfare. During these 
situations, the military user communicates demand and 
expects the material supply with an immediate affect. In these 

situations, if supply lines are too long then it is extremely 
difficult to support the warfare operations. To reduce the time 
delay and to improve the supply flow from producer to the 
military user need to introduce a novel scenario. The new 
proposed model needs immediate deliver or transmission of 
material to the military user at war locations. However, the 
first case does not supply the material with an immediate 
affect during warfare.  

The second case seems to be more interesting as it could 
describe a realistic scenario (an emergency case) which can 
occur due to the malfunctioning of a significant number of 
arms or lack of ammunitions during warfare [11,12]. This is a 
specific case where a stretch forward action is needed to 
provide arms and ammunitions to military user. To satisfy the 
demand, a direct flow of material from supplier to military 
user is justified since the material flow thru distributor will be 
not only time consuming but also not appropriate as a situation 
can occur at the level of distributors (accident, some problems 
during transportation etc.). Therefore, this second case is an 
emergency scenario, which will be combines to the first case 
in order to describe a more realistic scenario. 

 
In military, war is an essential consequence, must be ready 

to move to the conflict location and need to carry the 
sufficient material. If the military users waiting time increases 
or delays then the flow of supply products are delayed, this 
gives unmanageable impression to entire military operations. 
The consideration of second case intends to deliver or 
transmission of material to the military user at war locations. 
While considering the second case, initially necessary to 
conceive the key points such as quantity produced, safety 
stock coefficient during emergency. 

Considering such a scenario, the supplier unit suppliers in 
both directions (zi: in the former direction in the directions 
through distributor) and (wi in a straightforward (direct) way 
(i.e. directly to military user)). 

Therefore: 
Additional 
Notations: 

wi quantity produced by producer (due to 
emergency) 

 l loose in safety stock coefficient (due to 
emergency) 

 (k-l) current safety stock coefficient 
 



Under these considerations, equation (3) is modified as 
follows: 

111 )( −−− −+= iiii zlkyxz ……. (3′) 
Where by this new form of equation (3) takes into account 

the current safety stock. 
Further, the flow in the direction due to emergency is 

expressed as follows: 

11 −− −= iii lwkzw …………….. (4) 
Where 1−ikz  is the previous stock and 1−ilw is the quantity 

subtracted on the previous stock due to emergency case. 
There the following complete equations describe the 

scenarios envisaged in the second case: 

11 −− −= iii nxmyx …………...… (1) 

111 −−− −= iiii zxrxy ……………. (2) 

111 )( −−− −−= iiii zlkzxz  ……... (3′) 

11 −− −= iii lwkzw ………………. (4) 

CONCLUSION 
This paper was concerned with the modeling of material 

flow (arms and ammunitions) along a military supply chain. 
The structure of the proposed military supply chain is made up 
of a three-echelon. The first part of this work has dealt which 
a general overview which aimed to position the work and to 
explain current scenario encountered in military supply chain. 
The model process was inspired on that carried out in 
reference [8]. The first case showed a scenario along military 
supply chain which is comparable to that exhibited in a three-
echelon commercial supply chain. A comparative analysis 
aimed to show that this case could be modeled by the 
equations in reference [8]. However, the scenario in the first 
case has been shown not to be more realistic. Indeed many 
references (see references [11,12]) have shown an interesting 
scenario which currently occur in a military supply chain in 
addition to the scenario discussed in the first case. This 
interesting scenario in addition to the scenario case one could 
described a realistic scenario (an emergency case) which can 
occur due to the malfunctioning of a significant number of 
arms or lack of ammunitions during warfare [11][12] This 
paper has discussed such a scenario and appropriate model 
(i.e. set of equations) was proposed to model this scenario. 

The work in this paper is the first step towards complete 
modeling of the realistic scenario encountered in military 
supply chain. Therefore, it will of high interest the use of the 
proposed model to analyze various scenario that can be 
exhibited along military supply chain. This is an interesting 
issue as the results from the modeling process may be 
compared to the real scenario encountered in military supply 
chain in order to validate the proposed model. 
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